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Abstract

We consider the stochastic scheduling problem of minimizing the expected makespan on \( m \) parallel identical machines. While the (adaptive) list scheduling policy achieves an approximation ratio of 2, any (non-adaptive) fixed assignment policy has performance guarantee \( \Omega\left(\frac{\log m}{\log \log m}\right) \). Although the performance of the latter class of policies are worse, there are applications in which non-adaptive policies are desired. In this work, we introduce the two classes of \( \delta \)-delay and \( \tau \)-shift policies whose degree of adaptivity can be controlled by a parameter. We present a policy – belonging to both classes – which is an \( O(\log \log m) \)-approximation for reasonably bounded parameters. In other words, an exponential improvement on the performance of any fixed assignment policy can be achieved when allowing a small degree of adaptivity. Moreover, we provide a matching lower bound for any \( \delta \)-delay and \( \tau \)-shift policy when both parameters, respectively, are in the order of the expected makespan of an optimal non-anticipatory policy.
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1 Introduction

Load balancing problems are one of the most fundamental problems in the field of scheduling, with applications in various sectors such as manufacturing, construction, communication or operating systems. The common challenge is the search for an efficient allocation of scarce resources to a number of tasks. While many variants of the problem are already hard to solve, in addition one may have to face uncertainty regarding the duration of the tasks; one way to model this is to use stochastic information learned from the available data.

In contrast to the solution concept of a schedule in deterministic problems, we are concerned with non-anticipatory policies in stochastic scheduling problems. Such a policy has the ability to react to the information observed so far. While this adaptivity can be very powerful, there are situations where assigning resources to jobs prior to their execution is a highly desired feature, e.g. for the scheduling of healthcare services. This is especially true for the daily planning of elective surgery units in hospitals, where a sequence of patients is typically set in advance for each operating room. In this work, we present and analyze semi-adaptive policies, which allow one to control the level of adaptivity of the policy.
The problem considered in this paper is the stochastic counterpart of the problem of minimizing the makespan on parallel identical machines, denoted by $P||\mathbb{E}[C_{\text{max}}]$ using the three-field notation due to Graham, Lawler, Lenstra and Rinnooy Kan [13]. The input consists of a set of $n$ jobs $\mathcal{J}$ and a set of $m$ parallel identical machines $\mathcal{M}$. Each job $j \in \mathcal{J}$ is associated with a non-negative random variable $P_j$ representing the processing time of the job. The processing times are assumed to be (mutually) independent and to have finite expectation. In this work, it is sufficient to only know the expected processing times.

Roughly speaking, a non-anticipatory policy may, at any point in time $t$, decide to start a job on an idle machine or to wait until a later decision time. However, it may not anticipate any future information of the realizations, i.e., it may only make decisions based on the information observed up to time $t$. For further details we refer to the work by Möhring, Radermacher and Weiss [26]. The task is to find a non-anticipatory policy minimizing the expected makespan $\mathbb{E}[C_{\text{max}}] := \mathbb{E}[\max_{j \in \mathcal{J}} C_j]$, where $C_j$ denotes the (random) completion time of job $j$ under the considered policy. An optimal policy is denoted by $\text{OPT}$. By slight abuse of notation we use $\Pi$ for both the policy and the expected makespan of the policy.

An alternative way of understanding non-anticipatory policies is that they maintain a queue of jobs for every machine. At any point in time $t$ it may start the first job in the queue of a machine if it is idle or it may change the queues arbitrarily, using only the information observed up to time $t$. In this work we consider a policy to be adaptive if it has the ability to react to the observations by changing the queues arbitrarily. The important class of non-idling non-adaptive policies is called the class of fixed assignment policies. Such a policy assigns all jobs to the machines beforehand, in form of ordered lists, and each machine processes the corresponding jobs as early as possible in this order.

While the class of (fully adaptive) non-anticipatory policies and the class of (non-adaptive) fixed assignment policies can be considered as two extremes, the purpose of this paper is to introduce two classes of policies bridging the gap between them continuously.

**Definition 1.1 ($\delta$-delay and $\tau$-shift policies).** A $\delta$-delay policy for $\delta > 0$ is a non-anticipatory policy which starts with a fixed assignment of all jobs to the machines and which may, at any point in time $t$, reassign not-started jobs to other machines with a delay of $\delta$: the reassigned jobs are not allowed to start before time $t + \delta$.

A $\tau$-shift policy for $\tau > 0$ is a non-anticipatory policy which starts with a fixed assignment of all jobs to the machines and which may reassign jobs to other machines, but only at times that are an integer multiple of $\tau$.

Snippets of the execution of a $\delta$-delay policy and a $\tau$-shift policy can be found in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. Observe that we recover the class of fixed assignment policies by letting $\delta$ or $\tau$ go to $\infty$, and the class of non-anticipatory in the limit when $\delta$ or $\tau$ goes to 0.

**Related Work.** Minimizing the makespan on parallel identical machines is a fundamental deterministic scheduling problem which dates back to the 60s. Graham [11] showed that the list scheduling algorithm computes a solution which is within a factor of $(2 - \frac{1}{m})$ away from
an optimal solution. When the jobs are arranged in LPT-order, i.e., in non-increasing order of their processing times, he showed that list scheduling gives a \((\frac{4}{3} - \frac{1}{m})\)-approximation [12]. While \(Pm||C_{\text{max}}\), where the number of machines \(m\) is constant, and \(P||C_{\text{max}}\) are (weakly) and strongly NP-complete [9], respectively, Sahni [32] and Hochbaum and Shmoys [18] obtained a FPTAS and a PTAS, respectively. In subsequent work [3, 5, 17, 21, 22] the running time of the PTAS was improved. More general machine environments were also considered in the literature [19, 24].

The stochastic counterpart \(P||E[C_{\text{max}}]\) where the processing times of the jobs are random and the objective is to minimize the expected makespan has also attracted attention. One can easily see that the list scheduling algorithm by Graham [11] also yields a \(2\)-approximation compared to an optimal non-anticipatory policy for the stochastic problem, as its analysis can be carried over to any realization. While list scheduling can be considered as a very adaptive policy, some applications require rather restricted policies, e.g. when scheduling operating rooms at a hospital [7, 36]. A class of non-adaptive policies analyzed in the literature is comprised of fixed assignment policies, in which jobs must be assigned to the machines beforehand. Although more applicable, it is well known that the performance guarantee of an optimal fixed assignment is at least of the order \(\Omega\left(\frac{\log m}{\log \log m}\right)\) with respect to an optimal non-anticipatory policy; see [14]. Much work was done in designing fixed assignment policies that are within a constant factor of an optimal fixed assignment policy. Kleinberg, Rabani and Tardos [23] obtain a constant factor approximation for this problem for general probability distributions. When the processing times are exponentially and Poisson distributed, PTASes were found [10, 6]. For the more general problem of makespan minimization on unrelated machines, Gupta, Kumar, Nagarajan and Shen [14] obtained a constant factor approximation. Closely related to the makespan objective, Molinaro [28] obtained a constant factor approximation for the \(\ell_p\)-norm objective. In contrast to the literature for minimizing the makespan where approximative results were compared to an optimal fixed assignment policy, much work on the min-sum objective was done for designing approximative policies compared to an optimal non-anticipatory policy [27, 25, 34, 35, 15]. When minimizing the sum of weighted completion times, Skutella, Sviridenko and Uetz [35] showed that the performance ratio of an optimal fixed assignment policy compared to an optimal non-anticipatory policy can be as large as \(\Omega(\Delta)\), where \(\Delta\) is an upper bound on the squared coefficient of variation of the random variables. Lastly, Sagnol, Schmidt genannt Waldschmidt and Tesch [31] considered the extensible bin packing objective, for which they showed that the fixed assignment policy induced by the LEPT order has a tight approximation ratio of \(1 + e^{-1}\) with respect to an optimal non-anticipatory policy.

Closely related to the reassignment of jobs in \(\delta\)-delay and \(\tau\)-shift policies, various non-preemptive scheduling problems with migration were considered in offline and online settings. Aggarwal, Motwani and Zhu [1] examined the offline problem where one must perform budgeted migration to improve a given schedule. For online makespan minimization on
parallel machines, different variants on limited migration, e.g. bounds on the processing volume [33] or bounds on the number of jobs [2], were studied. Another related online problem was considered by Englert, Ozmen and Westermann [8] where a reordering buffer can be used to defer the assignment of a limited number of jobs.

One source of motivation for this research is the aforementioned application to surgery scheduling. In this domain, a central problem is the allocation of patients to operating rooms. Although additional resource constraints exist, the core of the problem can be modeled as the allocation of jobs with stochastic durations to parallel machines [7]. In this field, committing to a fixed assignment policy is common practice in order to simplify staff management and reduce the stress level in the operating theatre [4, 29, 36]. Another obstacle to the introduction of sophisticated adaptive policies is the reluctance of computer-assisted scheduling systems among practitioners [20]. That being said, it is clear that resource reallocations do occasionally occur in operating rooms to deal with unforeseen events, hence, giving a reason to study some kind of semi-adaptive model. The proposed model of $\delta$-delay is an attempt to take into account the organizational overhead associated with rescheduling decisions; the model of $\tau$-shift policy by the fact that rescheduling decisions cannot be made at any point in time, but must be agreed upon in short meetings between the OR manager and the medical team. Moreover, we point out that the class of $\tau$-shift policies encompasses the popular class of proactive-reactive policies used for the more general resource constrained project scheduling problem [16], in which a baseline schedule can be reoptimized after a set of predetermined decision points (these approaches typically consider a penalty in the objective function to account for deviations between the initial baseline schedule and the reoptimized ones).

Our Contribution. We introduce and analyze two new classes of policies ($\delta$-delay and $\tau$-shift policies) that interpolate between the two extremes of non-adaptive and adaptive policies. For the stochastic problem of minimizing the expected makespan on $m$ parallel identical machines, we analyze the policy LEPT$_{\delta,\alpha}$, which belongs to the intersection of both classes. This policy can in fact be seen as a generalization of the list policy LEPT, which waits for predefined periods of time before reassigning the non-yet started jobs, taking the delay of $\delta$ into account. While an optimal fixed assignment policy has performance guarantee of at least $\Omega \left( \frac{\log m}{\log \log m} \right)$ compared to an optimal non-anticipatory policy, we show that LEPT$_{\delta,\alpha}$ is an $\mathcal{O}(\log \log m)$-approximation for some constant $\alpha > 0$ and all $\delta = \mathcal{O}(1) \cdot \text{OPT}$. Therefore, we exponentially improve the performance of non-adaptive policies by allowing a small amount of adaptivity. Moreover, we provide a matching lower bound for $\delta$-delay policies as well as for $\tau$-shift policies if $\delta$ or $\tau$ are in $\Theta(\text{OPT})$. This shows that there is no $\delta$-delay or $\tau$-shift policy beating the approximation ratio of LEPT$_{\delta,\alpha}$ by more than a constant factor.

Organization. Section 2 is devoted for the upper bound on the performance guarantee of LEPT$_{\delta,\alpha}$. A lower bound on optimal $\delta$-delay policies as well as $\tau$-shift policies is given in Section 3. At the end, we conclude and give possible future research directions. Useful results from probability theory and detailed proofs can be found in the appendix of the full version of this paper [30].
Theorem 2.1. There exists $\alpha > 1$ such that $\text{LEPT}_{\delta,\alpha}$ is an $O(\log \log m)$-approximation for $\delta = \kappa \cdot \text{OPT}$ for any constant $\kappa > 0$.

In the following, we show Theorem 2.1 for $\alpha = 33$. We note that we did not optimize the constants appearing in our calculation as our lower bound shows that $\log \log(m)$ is the correct order. Notice that it suffices to show the performance guarantee for $m$ large enough as for $m = O(1)$ the trivial policy assigning all jobs to a single machine is a constant factor approximation. To prove the main theorem, we proceed as follows: First, we define and discuss properties of the fixed assignment policy $\text{FLEPT}$ as it lies at the heart of our policy called $\text{LEPT}_{\delta,\alpha}$. After we give the formal definition of $\text{LEPT}_{\delta,\alpha}$, we derive lower bounds on $\text{OPT}$ needed to show its performance guarantee. The remaining part is devoted to show Theorem 2.1. The main idea of the proof is that the policy works over a sequence of reassignment periods; at the beginning of each period, there is a constant fraction of available machines with high probability. This can be used to show the following squaring effect: if the remaining volume of non-started jobs is $\epsilon \cdot m \cdot \text{OPT}$ in a period, it will be at most $\epsilon^2 \cdot m \cdot \text{OPT}$ in the next period, with high probability.

Recall that the List Scheduling algorithm due to Graham [11] with respect to a list of all jobs schedules the next job in the list on the next idle machine. Let us define the fixed assignment policy induced by list scheduling in LEPT order.

Definition 2.2 (The fixed assignment policy $\text{FLEPT}$). Let all jobs be arranged in non-increasing order of their expected processing times. $\text{FLEPT}$ is the fixed assignment policy that assigns the jobs in this order to the same machines as List Scheduling would yield for the deterministic instance in which the processing times are replaced by their expected value.

As shown by Sagnol, Schmidt genannt Waldschmidt and Tesch [31], $\text{FLEPT}$ admits bounds on the expected load of any machine captured in the next lemma.

Lemma 2.3 ([31]: Section 3, Lemma 3). Given an assignment of jobs to machines induced by $\text{FLEPT}$, let $\ell_i$ denote the expected load of machine $i$, i.e., the sum of expected processing times of the jobs assigned to $i$. Moreover, let $n_i$ denote the number of jobs assigned to $i$ and let $\ell := \min_{i \in M} \ell_i$. Then, for all $i \in M$ we have $\ell \leq \ell_i \leq \frac{n_i}{n_i + 1} \ell$, where $\frac{n_i}{n_i + 1} = \frac{1}{\delta} := +\infty$ whenever $n_i = 1$.

We immediately obtain by Lemma 2.3 the following structure on $\text{FLEPT}$.

Corollary 2.4. Given an assignment of jobs to machines induced by $\text{FLEPT}$, we can partition the set of machines into two types of machines: Either there is only a single job assigned to a machine or the expected load of a machine is bounded by $2\ell$. Moreover, $\ell$ can be bounded from above by the averaged expected load. In particular, if $x$ denotes the total (remaining) expected load and $m'$ is a lower bound on the total number of machines $m$, then $2\ell \leq 2 \cdot \frac{x}{m'}$.

Corollary 2.4 will play a central role in showing Theorem 2.1 as $\text{FLEPT}$ constitutes an essential part of $\text{LEPT}_{\delta,\alpha}$, which we define now.

Definition 2.5 (Policy $\text{LEPT}_{\delta,\alpha}$). Let $\delta, \alpha > 0$, $k^* := \left\lfloor \log_2 \left( \frac{2}{\delta} \log_2 (m) + 1 \right) \right\rfloor + 2$ and let $T := 2 \cdot \max \left\{ \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j \in J} E[P_j], \max_j E[P_j] \right\}$. Moreover, let $\tau_k := k(\delta + \alpha T)$ for $k \in [k^* + 1]$. At the beginning the jobs are assigned according to $\text{FLEPT}$. For $k = 1, \ldots, k^* + 1$, $\text{LEPT}_{\delta,\alpha}$ reassigns the jobs that have not started yet before $\tau_k$ to the machines that have processed all jobs assigned at previous iterations $0, \ldots, k - 1$ by time $\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_k$, respectively, according to $\text{FLEPT}$. The reassigned jobs may start at time $\tau_k + \delta$ at the earliest.
We note that in practice it makes sense to use all available machines at each iteration instead of the machines that were available in each previous iteration. Although our policy is limited, we show that in its execution a constant fraction of machines is available in each iteration with high probability. It also simplifies our analysis and matches the bound shown in the next section. Furthermore, observe that LEPT\(\delta,\alpha\) is both a \(\delta\)-delay policy and a \((\delta + \alpha T)\)-shift policy. Next, let us introduce some quantities which will turn out to be helpful to analyze LEPT\(\delta,\alpha\).

\begin{definition}
Let \(\Xi_k\) denote the random variable describing the total expected processing time of the remaining jobs which have not been started at time \(\tau_k\) divided by \(Tm\). Moreover, let \(A_k\) denote the random variable describing the fraction of machines which are available at each time \(\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_k\), i.e., the machines have completed all jobs assigned in each iteration \(0, \ldots, k-1\).
\end{definition}

Figure 3 Snippet of LEPT\(\delta,\alpha\): Realizations of jobs observed up to time \(\tau_k\) are depicted by rectangles in dark grey; the running jobs non-completed by the time of the snippet are indicated by squared dots in dark grey; the expected processing times of the jobs that did not start yet are depicted in light gray. The remaining expected processing time of the twelve light gray jobs is \(\Xi_k Tm\). These jobs are reassigned in an FLEPT fashion to the \(A_k m\) machines at the bottom at time \(\tau_k\), and the first job of each newly formed queue will start at time \(\tau_k + \delta\).

A snippet of LEPT\(\delta,\alpha\) together with the introduced notation is illustrated in Figure 3. Observe that the randomness of \(\Xi_k\) occurs only in the set of remaining jobs. We begin with some simple observations.

\begin{observation}
For any \(k\), we have \(\Xi_k \leq \Xi_{k-1} \leq 1\) and \(A_k \leq A_{k-1} \leq 1\) almost surely.
\end{observation}

Next, we want to discuss lower bounds on the expected makespan of an optimal non-anticipatory policy. The first one justifies the use of \(T\) in the definition of LEPT\(\delta,\alpha\).

\begin{lemma}
Let \(T := 2 \cdot \max\left(\frac{1}{m} \sum_{j \in J} E[P_j], \max_j E[P_j]\right)\) and \(\ell\) be defined as in Lemma 2.3. Then, we have \(2\ell \leq T \leq 2 \cdot OPT\).
\end{lemma}

\begin{proof}
By Corollary 2.4 we immediately obtain the first inequality as \(\ell\) is a lower bound on the averaged load \(\frac{1}{m} \sum_{j \in J} E[P_j]\). Clearly, for each realization \(p\) the makespan is bounded from below by \(\frac{1}{m} \sum_{j \in J} P_j\). Hence, taking expectations we obtain \(OPT \geq \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j \in J} E[P_j]\). Lastly, in any non-anticipatory policy obviously all jobs must be scheduled non-preemptively. Therefore, \(\max_j E[P_j]\) is another lower bound on OPT.
\end{proof}

We obtain another lower bound when only at most \(m\) jobs have to be scheduled.
Lemma 2.9. We have $\mathbb{E}[\max_{j \in J} p_j] \leq \text{OPT}$.

Proof. For any realization $p$, a lower bound on the optimal makespan for $p$ is $\max_{j \in J} p_j$. Taking expectations yields the statement.

We have now set all necessary definitions and lower bounds on the cost of an optimal non-anticipatory policy to devote the remaining part of this section to prove Theorem 2.1. We first derive an upper bound on $\text{LEPT}_{\delta, \alpha}$ in terms of $\Xi_{k^* + 1}$.

Lemma 2.10. We have that $\text{LEPT}_{\delta, \alpha} \leq \tau_{k^* + 1} + \delta + \text{OPT} + \mathbb{E}[\Xi_{k^* + 1}] \cdot Tm$.

Proof. Let $C(p)$ denote the first point in time in realization $p$ in which all jobs that started before $\tau_{k^* + 1}$ are completed. We consider an auxiliary policy $\Pi$ which is identical to $\text{LEPT}_{\delta, \alpha}$ up to time $\tau_{k^* + 1}$ and starts processing the remaining jobs at time $\max\{\tau_{k^* + 1} + \delta, C(p)\}$ on an arbitrary single machine. Clearly, $\text{LEPT}_{\delta, \alpha} \leq \Pi$ since $\text{LEPT}_{\delta, \alpha}$ starts the remaining jobs at time $\tau_{k^* + 1} + \delta$, hence, not later than $\Pi$ and uses at least as many machines as $\Pi$. For any realization $p$ and the starting time of the remaining jobs $S(p)$ we have

$$S(p) = \tau_{k^* + 1} + \max\{\delta, C(p) - \tau_{k^* + 1}\} \leq \tau_{k^* + 1} + \max\{\delta, \max_{j \in J} p_j\} \leq \tau_{k^* + 1} + \delta + \max_{j \in J} p_j.$$ 

Hence, by Lemma 2.9 the expected starting time is at most $\tau_{k^* + 1} + \delta + \text{OPT}$. By definition of $\Xi_{k^* + 1}$ the expected remaining load is exactly $\mathbb{E}[\Xi_{k^* + 1}] \cdot Tm$.

Due to the derived upper bound it only remains to bound $\mathbb{E}[\Xi_{k^* + 1}]$. The next central lemma provides an upper bound on the probability that this quantity is large.

Lemma 2.11. There exists $\alpha > 1$ such that we have $P(\Xi_{k^* + 1} > \frac{1}{m}) = o\left(\frac{1}{m}\right)$.

Let us assume for a moment that Lemma 2.11 is true. We then can prove the main theorem.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemmas 2.10 and 2.11 and by the law of total expectation we obtain

$$\text{LEPT}_{\delta, \alpha} \leq \tau_{k^* + 1} + \delta + \text{OPT} + \mathbb{E}[\Xi_{k^* + 1}] \cdot Tm$$

$$= \tau_{k^* + 1} + \delta + \text{OPT} + \mathbb{P}(\Xi_{k^* + 1} \leq \frac{1}{m}) \cdot \mathbb{E}[\Xi_{k^* + 1} | \Xi_{k^* + 1} \leq \frac{1}{m}] \cdot Tm$$

$$+ \mathbb{E}[\Xi_{k^* + 1} | \Xi_{k^* + 1} > \frac{1}{m}] \cdot \mathbb{P}(\Xi_{k^* + 1} > \frac{1}{m}) \cdot m \cdot T$$

$$\leq (\alpha T + \delta) \cdot O(\log \log (m)) + \delta + \text{OPT} + T + o(1) \cdot T$$

$$= O(\log \log (m)) \cdot \text{OPT},$$

where the last step follows by Lemma 2.8 and the choice of $\delta$ and $\alpha$.

Let us return to the proof of Lemma 2.11. The high level idea is to use induction to show that in each iteration there is a constant fraction of available machines with high probability and hence, the remaining expected load after $k^*$ iterations is small with high probability. The first lemma provides a stochastic dominance relation of $\Xi_k$ and $A_k$ to binomially distributed random variables in order to simplify calculations.
**Lemma 2.12.** For all $u, \xi \in (0, 1)$, for all $a \in \left[\frac{1}{2}, 1\right]$ and for any iteration $k$ we have,

$$
P(\xi_{k+1} \leq u | \xi_k \leq \xi, A_k \geq a) \geq P\left(\frac{2k\xi}{am} Y \leq u\right), \quad \text{where} \quad Y \sim \text{Bin}\left(m, \frac{2k\xi}{a}a\right) \tag{1}$$

and

$$
P(A_{k+1} \geq u | \xi_{k-1} \leq \xi, A_k \geq a) \geq P\left(\frac{1}{m} Z \geq u\right), \quad \text{where} \quad Z \sim \text{Bin}\left([am], 1 - \frac{2k\xi}{a}a\right). \tag{2}$$

**Proof sketch.** For (2) the key idea is that in each iteration $k$ a machine is available with probability at least $\left(1 - \frac{2k\xi}{am}\right)$ using Corollary 2.4 and Markov’s inequality. To show (1) we additionally bound the (normalized) remaining expected load by $\frac{2k\xi}{am}$ using Corollary 2.4.

Using Lemma 2.12 we inductively prove probability bounds on $\xi_k$ and $A_k$ without conditioning on the random variables of the previous iterations. The next lemma handles the base case of the induction stated in Lemma 2.14.

**Lemma 2.13 (Base case of induction).** Let $\gamma_1 = 1$ and $\beta_2 = \frac{3}{4}$. Then, there exists $\epsilon = e^{-\Theta(m^{\frac{1}{2}})}$ such that

$$
P(\xi_1 \leq \gamma_1) \geq 1 - \epsilon, \tag{3}$$

$$
P(A_2 \geq \beta_2) \geq 1 - 3\epsilon. \tag{4}$$

**Proof sketch.** The first statement (3) is clear, as $\xi_1 \leq 1$ almost surely. For the second statement, we first show that $A_1$ is large with high probability using Corollary 2.4 and the Chernoff bound. This bound can be used together with Lemma 2.12 and the Chernoff bound to show (4).

We use the above statement as the base case of an induction to show the next lemma.

**Lemma 2.14.** Let $\gamma_1 = 1$, $\gamma_{k+1} = \frac{1}{2}\gamma_k^2$ $(\forall k \geq 1)$, $\beta_k = \frac{3}{4} - \frac{2}{3}\sum_{h=1}^{k-2}\gamma_h$ $(\forall k \geq 2)$ and let $k^* := \left\lceil \log_2 \left(\frac{3}{4}(\log_2(m)) + 1\right)\right\rceil + 2$. Then, there exists $\psi = \Theta\left(\frac{1}{\log \log(m)}\right)$ and $\epsilon = e^{-\Theta(m^{\frac{1}{2}})}$ such that

$$
P(\xi_k \leq \gamma_k) \geq 1 - (2^k - 1)\epsilon, \quad \forall k = 1, \ldots, k^* \tag{5}$$

$$
P(A_k \geq \beta_k - (k - 2)\psi) \geq 1 - (2^k - 1)\epsilon, \quad \forall k = 2, \ldots, k^*. \tag{6}$$

**Proof sketch.** The doubly exponential decrease of $\gamma_k$ and the choice of $\alpha$ implies that $\beta_k > \beta_\infty > \frac{3}{4}$. Additionally, the choice of $\psi$ yields $\beta_\infty - (k - 2)\psi \geq \frac{1}{2}$. Thus, we can assume that at each iteration with high probability half of the machines are available. For the induction step we make use of Lemma 2.12, the Chernoff bound and the union bound.

By Lemmas 2.12–2.14 we can now show the probability bound on the remaining expected load at iteration $(k^* + 1)$.

**Proof of Lemma 2.11.** Let $u = \frac{1}{m}, \xi = m^{-\frac{\alpha}{2}}$ and $a = \frac{1}{2}$. Lemma 2.12 (1) implies

$$
P(\xi_{k^*+1} \leq u | \xi_{k^*} \leq \xi, A_{k^*} \geq a) \geq P\left(Y \leq \frac{1}{4}m^{\frac{\alpha}{2}}\right),$$
where $Y \sim \text{Bin} \left( m, \frac{4}{m} m^{-\frac{3}{4}} \right)$. As $\mathbb{E}[Y] = \frac{4}{m} m^{\frac{3}{4}}$, we obtain by applying the Chernoff bound for $\zeta = \frac{4}{m} m^{\frac{3}{4}} - 1 > 0$

$$
\mathbb{P} \left( Y \leq \frac{1}{4} m^{\frac{3}{2}} \right) = \mathbb{P} \left( Y \leq \left( 1 + \zeta \right) \cdot \mathbb{E}[Y] \right) \geq \exp \left( -\frac{\mathbb{E}[Y] \cdot \zeta^2}{2 + \zeta} \right) = 1 - \exp(-\Theta(m^{\frac{3}{2}})) \geq 1 - \epsilon,
$$

for $m$ large enough. This yields

$$
\mathbb{P} \left( \Xi_{k^*+1} \leq u \right) \geq \mathbb{P} \left( \Xi_{k^*+1} \leq u \mid \Xi_{k^*} \leq \xi, A_{k^*} \geq a \right) \cdot \mathbb{P} \left( \Xi_{k^*} \leq \xi, A_{k^*} \geq a \right) 
\geq (1 - \epsilon) \cdot (1 - (2^{k^*+1} - 1)\epsilon - (2^{k^*} - 1)\epsilon) 
\geq 1 - (1 + 2 \cdot (2^{k^*} - 1))\epsilon 
= 1 - (2^{k^*+1} - 1)\epsilon,
$$

where we used the law of total probability in the first inequality and for the second step we used the union bound and Lemma 2.14. Therefore, as $2^{k^*+1} = \Theta(\log(m))$, we have

$$
\mathbb{P} \left( \Xi_{k^*+1} > \frac{1}{m} \right) \cdot m \to 0 \text{ as } m \to \infty.
\square
$$

### 3 Lower Bound

Throughout this section, we consider an instance $I_N$ with $n = Nm$ jobs over $m$ machines. Each job has processing time $P_j \sim \text{Bernoulli} \left( \frac{1}{N} \right)$, i.e. $P_j = 1$ with probability $\frac{1}{N}$, and $P_j = 0$ otherwise. The main result of this section is a $\Omega(\delta \cdot \log \log(m))$ lower bound on the performance of any $\delta$-delay policy for large values of $N$. This matches the upper bound obtained in the previous section. Note that the hidden constant in the $\Omega$ notation does not depend on the value of $\delta > 0$. For $\delta = \Theta(\text{OPT})$, this implies that no $\delta$-delay policy can improve on the $\log \log m$ performance guarantee of LEPT_{δ,α} by more than some constant factor. At the end of the section we show that an analogous result holds for $\tau$-shift policies as well.

#### Theorem 3.1.
Let $\delta \leq 1$. For instance $I_N$ let $\text{OPT}^{\text{delay}}_{\delta}$ and $\text{OPT}$ denote the value of an optimal $\delta$-delay policy and of an optimal non-anticipatory policy, respectively. Then, for $N = \Omega(\sqrt{m})$ we have

$$
\frac{\text{OPT}^{\text{delay}}_{\delta}}{\text{OPT}} = \Omega(\delta \cdot \log \log(m)).
$$

The proof is split into two main lemmas. The first one relates the expected makespan of an optimal $\delta$-delay policy to the expected makespan of an optimal 1-delay policy.

#### Lemma 3.2.
Assume $\frac{1}{\delta} \in \mathbb{N}$. Then, we have $\text{OPT}^{\text{delay}}_{\delta} \geq \delta \cdot \text{OPT}_1$.

The second lemma shows that $\text{OPT}_1$ grows doubly logarithmically with $m$.

#### Lemma 3.3.
For $N = \Omega(\sqrt{m})$ it holds $\text{OPT}_1 = \Omega(\log \log(m))$.

Let us assume for now that the above lemmas hold. Then, we simply need to show that $\text{OPT} = O(1)$ to prove the theorem.

#### Proof of Theorem 3.1.
On the one hand, Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 imply $\text{OPT}^{\text{delay}}_{\delta} = \Omega(\delta \cdot \log \log(m))$. On the other hand, we can use the List Scheduling policy ($LS$) due to Graham [11] to obtain an upper bound on the value of an optimal non-anticipatory policy.
Whenever a machine becomes idle, $LS$ schedules any non-scheduled job on it. For any fixed realization $p = (p_j)_{j \in [Nm]}$ we obtain for its makespan $C^{LS}_{\max}(p) = \left\lfloor \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j \in [Nm]} p_j \right\rfloor \leq 1 + \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j \in [Nm]} p_j$. As a result, taking expectations on both sides yields

$$\text{OPT} \leq \mathbb{E}[C^{LS}_{\max}] \leq 1 + \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j \in [Nm]} \mathbb{E}[p_j] = 1 + \frac{1}{m} \cdot Nm \cdot \frac{1}{N} = 2,$$

concluding the proof of the theorem.

To prove the lemmas, we first make an observation on the structure of optimal $\delta$-delay policies. When we execute a set of Bernoulli jobs on a machine, we immediately observe whether one of the jobs was a long job (i.e., $p_j = 1$), and also the number of vanishing jobs (i.e., $p_j = 0$) that have already been executed. This indicates that optimal $\delta$-delay policies do not insert deliberate idle time in the schedule (since waiting does not provide any information on running jobs), and for the case $\frac{1}{\delta} \in \mathbb{N}$, they may only take reassignment decisions at times of the form $k\delta$ for $k \in \mathbb{N}$. We call policies with this property $\delta$-active.

**Proof of Lemma 3.2.** The starting time of each job in $\text{OPT}^\text{delay}_{\delta}$ is an integer multiple of $\delta$, because $1/\delta \in \mathbb{N}$ and $\text{OPT}^\text{delay}_{\delta}$ is $\delta$-active. Let $J_{k \delta}(p)$ denote the set of jobs started on machine $i$ at time $k\delta$ by $\text{OPT}^\text{delay}_{\delta}$, for a realization $p \in \{0,1\}^n$ of the processing times. $J_{k \delta}(p)$ may contain many vanishing jobs executed at time $t = k\delta$, and at most one long job executed during the time interval $[k\delta, k\delta + 1)$. It is easy to construct a 1-delay policy (call it $\Pi_1$) that executes the same set of jobs $J_{k \delta}(p)$ during the interval $[k, k + 1)$ on machine $i$, by taking at time $k - 1$ the same reassignment decisions as $\text{OPT}^\text{delay}_{\delta}$ takes at time $(k - 1)\delta$, and by waiting until time $t = k$ to execute the reassigned jobs. In both schedules, the makespan is caused by the same long job (if there is at least one long job). Its starting time is $\text{OPT}^\text{delay}_{\delta}(p) - 1$ in the optimal $\delta$-delay policy and $\frac{1}{\delta}(\text{OPT}^\text{delay}_{\delta}(p) - 1)$ in the policy $\Pi_1$. Hence the policy $\Pi_1$ has makespan $\Pi_1(p) = \frac{1}{\delta} \cdot (\text{OPT}^\text{delay}_{\delta}(p) - 1) + 1$ for any realization $p \neq 0$, and $\Pi_1(p) = \text{OPT}^\text{delay}_{\delta}(p) = 0$ if $p = 0$. Taking expectations yields

$$\text{OPT} \leq \mathbb{E}[\Pi_1(p)] = \frac{1}{\delta} \cdot \text{OPT}^\text{delay}_{\delta} + \mathbb{P}(p \neq 0) \cdot \left(1 - \frac{1}{\delta}\right) \leq \frac{1}{\delta} \cdot \text{OPT}^\text{delay}_{\delta},$$

where we have used the fact that $\delta \leq 1$. This implies $\text{OPT}^\text{delay}_{\delta} \geq \delta \cdot \text{OPT}_1$.

This lemma allows us to work with 1-delay policies, which are easier to handle: At all times $t \in \mathbb{N}$, a 1-active policy observes the set of jobs non-started yet at time $t - 1 + \epsilon$ (for an infinitesimal small $\epsilon > 0$) and reassigns them to any machine, on which they will start at time $t$ at the earliest: we call it an iteration.

We denote by $R_t$ the random variable describing the number of remaining jobs at time $t \in \mathbb{N}_0$, before $\text{OPT}_1$ runs the jobs, and by $\Lambda_t = \frac{R_t}{Nm}$ the fraction of remaining jobs at time $t$. For the initial state we have $\Lambda_0 = 1$ (a.s.). Not surprisingly, the optimal policy balances the remaining jobs as evenly as possible on the $m$ machines.

**Proposition 3.4.** In iteration $t$, $\text{OPT}_1$ assigns the remaining $\Lambda_t Nm$ jobs by balancing the load as evenly as possible, i.e., each machine receives $\lfloor \Lambda_t N \rfloor$ or $\lceil \Lambda_t N \rceil$ jobs.

**Proof sketch.** Consider a realization of the jobs started before time $t - 1$ for some $t \in \mathbb{N}$, and in which $r$ jobs remain at time $t - 1$. A 1-active policy must reassign the $r$ jobs to the $m$ machines. By moving jobs between two machines, one can show that the balancing policy, which assigns $\lfloor \frac{r}{m} \rfloor$ or $\lceil \frac{r}{m} \rceil$ jobs to each machine, minimizes the (random) number
of remaining jobs at time \( t \) for the order of stochastic dominance, in the class of 1-active policies. Then, the optimality of the balancing policy follows from the fact that the expected cost-to-go from iteration \( t \) to \( t + 1 \) is monotone decreasing with respect to the number of remaining jobs.

For notational convenience let \([\Lambda_iN]_i\) denote the number of jobs assigned to machine \( i \) by \( \text{OPT}_1 \). By independence of the processing times, the number of jobs that must be drawn before picking a long job is geometrically distributed with parameter \( \frac{1}{N} \). Consequently, we obtain the following observation.

**Observation 3.5.** For \( i \in [m] \) let \( G_i \sim \text{Geom}(\frac{1}{N}) \) be i.i.d. random variables. Then, we have

\[
\Lambda_{t+1} \overset{d}{=} \frac{1}{Nm} \sum_{i=1}^m ([\Lambda_iN]_i - G_i)_+.
\]

We can now prove that \( \text{OPT}_1 \) is of order \( \Omega(\log \log(m)) \). To do this, we first need a lemma showing that \( \Lambda_t \) converges quadratically to 0.

**Lemma 3.6.** For \( N = \Omega(\sqrt{m}) \) and \( t \in \{1, \ldots, \lfloor \log_2 \left( \frac{1}{4} \log_2(m) \right) \rfloor \} \) we have

\[
\mathbb{P} \left( \Lambda_t \geq (2e)^{1-2^t} \right) \geq \left( 1 - e^{-2\sqrt{m}} \right)^t.
\]

A rigorous proof of this lemma is proved in the appendix of the full version [30]. For now, we just explain the intuition behind the quadratic convergence of \( \Lambda_t \) to 0 in expectation, by taking a (hand-wavy) look at the conditional expectation \( \mathbb{E}[\Lambda_{t+1}|\Lambda_t = \lambda] \) for large values of \( N \). Using that \( \frac{[\Lambda N]}{N} \rightarrow \lambda \) and the well-known fact that \( \frac{\mathcal{G}}{\mathcal{N}} \) converges in distribution to an exponential random variable \( X \sim \text{Exp}(1) \), we see that when \( N \rightarrow \infty \), \( \mathbb{E}[\Lambda_{t+1}|\Lambda_t = \lambda] \) should approach \( \mathbb{E}[(\lambda - X)_+] = \int_0^\lambda (\lambda - x) e^{-x} dx = \lambda + e^{-\lambda} - 1 \). Then, the quadratic convergence of \( \Lambda_t \) is suggested by the inequalities \( \frac{\lambda^2}{2} \leq \lambda + e^{-\lambda} - 1 \leq \frac{\lambda^2}{2} \), which hold for all \( \lambda \in [0, 1] \).

With this lemma, we obtain a short proof for Lemma 3.3.

**Proof of Lemma 3.3.** By Lemma 3.6 we obtain for \( t = \Omega(\log \log(m)) \) and \( N = \Omega(\sqrt{m}) \)

\[
\text{OPT}_1 \geq \mathbb{P}(C_{\text{max}} \geq t) \cdot t \geq \mathbb{P} \left( \Lambda_t \geq (2e)^{1-2^t} \right) \cdot t \geq \left( 1 - \frac{e^{-2\sqrt{m}}}{\sqrt{m}} \right) t = \Omega(\log \log(m)).
\]

A similar result can be shown for \( \tau \)-shift policies, for the same instance \( I_N \).

**Theorem 3.7.** Let \( \tau \leq 1 \), such that \( \frac{1}{\tau} \in \mathbb{N} \). For instance \( I_N \) let \( \text{OPT}_\tau^{\text{SHIFT}} \) and \( \text{OPT} \) denote the value of an optimal \( \tau \)-shift policy and of an optimal non-anticipatory policy, respectively. Then, for \( N = \Omega(\sqrt{m}) \) we have

\[
\frac{\text{OPT}_\tau^{\text{SHIFT}}}{\text{OPT}} = \Omega(\tau \cdot \log \log(m)).
\]

**Proof.** Similarly as for the case of \( \delta \)-delay policies, for \( 1/\tau \in \mathbb{N} \) it is clear that an optimal \( \tau \)-shift policy for instance \( I_N \) must be \( \tau \)-active. Therefore, the optimal \( \tau \)-active policy coincides with both the optimal \( \tau \)-shift and the optimal \( \tau \)-delay policy. This shows that \( \text{OPT}_\tau^{\text{SHIFT}} = \text{OPT}_\tau^{\text{DELAY}} \), and the result follows from Theorem 3.1. \( \blacksquare \)
Conclusion

We considered the stochastic optimization problem of minimizing the expected makespan on parallel identical machines. While any list scheduling policy is a constant factor approximation, the performance guarantee of all fixed assignment policies is at least $\Omega\left(\frac{\log m}{\log \log m}\right)$. We introduced two classes of policies to establish a happy medium between the two extremes of adaptive and non-adaptive policies. The policy $\text{LEPT}_{\delta,\alpha}$, which is both a $\delta$-delay and a $\tau$-shift policy, was shown to have performance guarantee of $O(\log \log m)$ if $\delta$ and $\tau$ are in the scale of the instance. Moreover, we provided a matching lower bound for $\delta, \tau = \Theta(\text{OPT})$. Therefore, $\text{LEPT}_{\delta,\alpha}$ improves upon the performance of an optimal fixed assignment policy using a small amount of adaptivity. Moreover, there exists no $\delta$-delay or $\tau$-shift policy beating its performance guarantee by more than a constant.

For the case of $\delta, \tau = O\left(\frac{1}{\log \log m}\right)$, Theorem 3.1 gives a constant lower bound, while Theorem 2.1 only gives a doubly logarithmic upper bound. An open question is whether a constant approximation guarantee is possible in this case.

A possible future line of research is the analysis of $\delta$-delay and $\tau$-shift policies for stochastic scheduling problems with other numerous objectives, different machine environments as well as various job characteristics. Moreover, it would be interesting to design other non-anticipatory policies whose adaptivity can be controlled.
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